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Revision history 
9/12/2005 Updated to reflect handling of lost book return credit transactions in Accounts 

Receivable.   

4/29/2004 Modified Section 3.8 title to "Report of AR feed transactions" and changed 
description to indicate that this report describes all aspects of a library's AR feed, not 
just the errors. 

10/10/2003 Added revised sections on Accounts Receivable billing. 
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1. Introduction to Aleph external billing 
The Aleph library system uses cash transactions to track library fines and fees owed by library 
patrons.  Cash transactions may be created automatically by the system, for example, when an 
overdue book is returned, or if a book is declared lost.  Authorized library staff may also create 
cash transactions manually.  

Most of these cash transactions, if not paid or waived at the circulation desk, will eventually be 
transferred electronically from Aleph to an external Harvard billing agency for collection.  There 
are currently two external billing destinations: the Student Receivables Office and the Accounts 
Receivable Office. 

Because there are important differences between billing to Student Receivables and to Accounts 
Receivable, each process is described in detail in this document.    

1.1 What is Student Receivables (Term Bill)? 
The Student Receivables Office (SRO) is sometimes referred to as “Student Billing” or “Term 
Bill.  The Student Receivables Office (SRO) is part of Harvard's central Student Financial 
Services. SRO is responsible for gathering term bill charges from the schools and other 
administrative units across the University, and for generating and collecting student term bills.   

Consult the SRO web site ( https://sfsportal.harvard.edu/portal/AdminSROHome ) for 
information about their policies and a list of SRO contacts. 

1.2 What is Accounts Receivable? 
The Accounts Receivable Office (AR) is the part of Central Administration that is responsible 
for billing non-student “customers” for goods, services, and fees generated by local billing units 
within the University.  For the purposes of external billing out of Aleph, this includes Harvard 
faculty, staff, Summer School students, degree candidates in Extension, and others affiliated with 
the university who are not regular undergraduate and graduate students. 

Online user support for Accounts Receivable is available from the ABLE web site 
(http://able.harvard.edu/ar/ar_index.shtml ). 
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1.3 External billing schedules 
Data for external billing is sent out from Aleph on the following schedule: 

Destination Frequency Preliminary 
report 

Library review period Final report 
& data feed  

Student billing Weekly Tuesday, 8am Tuesday-Wednesday Thursday, 8am

Accounts Receivable Second week each 
month 

Tuesday, 8am Tuesday-Wednesday Thursday, 8am 
(report) 

Thursday, 
11am (data 
feed) 

When the batch program runs on Tuesday, it includes eligible cash transactions up through 
midnight of the day before. Libraries review the Preliminary reports and waive transactions that 
they do not wish to send to billing.  When the program sends data to the external billing agency 
on Thursday, the program once again evaluates transactions up through midnight of the Monday 
of the same week, but waived transactions are not included because they are no longer in the 
patron’s active cash. 

. Student Billing (term bill) process 

2.1 Eligibility for term billing 
Cash transactions that are sent out for term billing must meet the following criteria: 

1. Patron has one of the following patron statuses in the ALEPH Global portion of the patron 
record:  

Aleph patron status Description 

11 Graduate*4*student 

12 Graduate student 

13 Undergraduate student 

2. The patron has open, non-transferred cash transactions in Aleph; the total debit amount for a 
patron at a library must be at least $1.00.   

3. The date of the open cash transaction must be no later than midnight of the day previous to 
the run date of the preliminary report.   

Note:  Bills for proxies (Borrower statuses 21, 22, 23) are assigned to the sponsor (Borrower 
statuses 01, 02, 03). 

2.2 Overview of the term bill process 
Preliminary processing (Tuesday 8 am) 
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• Aleph scans active cash transactions that are dated no later than midnight on Monday and 
identifies those eligible for term billing. 

• A preliminary report of eligible cash transactions is delivered by email attachment to 
each library. 

• In Aleph, eligible cash transactions are not marked in any way (yet). 

Library review period (Tuesday and Wednesday) 

• Library reviews the preliminary report and waives any fines that they do not want Student 
Billing to invoice.  Waived fines will not be eligible for term billing. 

Final processing and data feed (Thursday 8 am) 

• All eligible active cash transactions dated no later than midnight on Monday are 
transferred to the Student Billing system. 

• In Aleph, transferred cash transactions are closed and marked with the status “Paid 
(External)”.  Cash transactions that did not meet the batch minimum ($1 per patron, per 
library) are closed and marked “Waived – batch minimum not met”. 

• A final report of transferred cash transactions is delivered by email attachment to each 
library. 

2.3 About preliminary and final reports 
OIS provides two reports (one preliminary and one final) to libraries to assist them in identifying 
and transferring information about patron bills eligible for Term Bill invoicing. These reports are 
generated weekly.  The preliminary report appears on Tuesday followed by the final report on 
Thursday.   

Libraries should use the Library Review Period (from the receipt of the preliminary report each 
Tuesday through midnight each Wednesday) to waive those fees and fines that the library does 
not want Student Billing to invoice.  Upon waiving, a cash transaction is no longer “active” and 
will be skipped during final processing.   

2.3.1 Report is e-mailed 

Libraries will receive their preliminary student billing report via email to one or more pre-
established contacts at each library. Contact the Aleph Support Center at 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/Aleph/forms/f-supp-circ.html  if you need to change or 
add to the distribution list. 

2.3.2 To help you identify these emails 

The return address on the email is: unix-ops@hulmail.harvard.edu.  The report is sent as an 
attachment with a file name beginning with “tb” followed by a three-character code that 
corresponds to the library to which the data pertains, and a file type of .doc, e.g., tbwid.doc.  Most 
email programs will open this file type with Microsoft Word.  The file itself is a plain text file.  
The email subject line is “Preliminary Term Bill Report”.   
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Below is a sample of the contents in the preliminary term bill report. 

                              HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
08/26/2003                   Preliminary term bill 
 
Origin:     Widener Circulation (subcode 54588) 
Date range: 07/08/2002 - 08/25/2003 
 
 
  Student name & id     Amount     Date and time     Item barcode   Description 
_____________________   _______   ________________  ______________  ____________ 
 
AMES, KRISTEN ANN (0033344) 
 405 3983 20              28.00   11/08/2002 11:52  32044018149591  Late return <0074 0000 D .50>
 405 3983 20              28.00   11/08/2002 11:54  HXENMM          Late return <0074 0000 D .50>
 

         total            56.00 

Sample preliminary term bill report 

2.3.3 Printing the term bill report 

After you open the email attachment, and before you print, you will want to change the 
orientation of the page to Landscape printing.  Choosing landscape will minimize wrapping and 
result in fewer pages to print. 

Some libraries might want to use the printed report for making notes while at the same time using 
the electronic version for copy/pasting data such as the patron ID from the report into Aleph to 
easily look up the patron’s record. 

2.3.4 Contents of the term bill report 

Each preliminary report is labeled as follows: 

Report Name: Preliminary Term Bill Charges 
Date: Date of Preliminary Report.   
Origin: Name of Library Unit followed by billing subcode, e.g. Widener Circulation 
(subcode 54588) 
Date range: Cash transaction dates included in the report; coverage includes transactions 
through midnight of the day before the run. 

The report contains the following information, and is sorted first by name, and then by the date 
and time of the cash transaction: 

Student name and id: Student's last name and first name, with the Aleph patron ID in 
parentheses following (e.g. Johnson, Kimberley (00023455)).   

Each cash transaction will include the following data: 

Student's barcode 
Amount: Credit or debit amount of the cash transaction.    
Date and time: Open date and time of the cash transaction.  
Item barcode: Item barcode associated with the cash transaction. 
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Description: Description of the cash transaction.  Will contain text such as "Late return 
<0038 0000 D .50>" followed by any text that the operator may have entered when the cash 
transaction was registered.  In this example, the cash transaction is for an item that was 38 
days overdue, billed at $0.50/day. 

The above detail lines are followed by a total of fees and fines owed by the patron to the library.  
Note that this report only lists the fines owed to your particular library; please be aware that the 
patron could owe other fines to other libraries as well. 

If a total amount for the patron at a library is less than $1.00, the transactions will not appear on 
this report.  Upon the actual running of the Aleph billing program, these transactions will be 
marked " Waived - batch minimum not met."  You might see individual transaction amounts of 
less than $1.00 on the preliminary report if the patron's total transaction amount for an individual 
sublibrary is at least $1.00.   

Example scenarios you will not see on the report: 

Scenario 1. Patron has $0.72 overdue fine at Cabot. 
Scenario 2. Patron has $0.72 overdue fine at Cabot and $0.32 overdue fine at Lamont. 

Example scenarios you will see on the report: 

Scenario 1. Patron has two overdue fines at Cabot: one for $0.72 and another for $0.32.   

2.4 Library review of the preliminary report 
Libraries should review the preliminary report and waive any fines in Aleph that should not be 
transferred to the term bill system. 

All active cash transactions are unchanged at this point in the process. 

2.5 About the term bill data feed 
Every Thursday, OIS transmits all active cash transactions eligible for billing by Student Billing 
to the term bill system.    

2.5.1 Final report for term bill feed 

Upon transmission of the data, a final report will be emailed to the libraries as a record of the 
billing data that was sent.  Except for the omission of references to "Preliminary," the 
characteristics of the final report are identical to the preliminary report. 

2.5.2 Closed cash transactions for term bill 

During the preliminary run, the cash transaction data is not modified in any way by the term bill 
program.  During the final run, the status of all active cash transactions is updated to either “Paid 
(External)” or “Waived – batch minimum not met”.  More details follow.   

All cash transactions that are eligible for billing are changed to “Paid (External)” upon transfer to 
Student Billing.  The transactions are now viewable in the patron's Cash History.   

The Status description will be changed to "Paid (External)" to distinguish these transactions 
from ones that were paid in person.   
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On the detail pane of the transaction, Transferred to will contain the text "Student Billing".   

On date will contain the date the data was sent to Student Billing.  

By export number will contain a number similar to what was used in the old HOLLIS system: 
TB- followed by a datestamp, e.g. TB-20021113). 

This sample screenshot shows these new values: 

Closed cash transaction for term bill debit 

2.5.3 Cancelled cash transactions for term bill 

If the total amount for the patron at a library is less than $1.00, these transactions will be marked 
with the status "Waived - batch minimum not met." 
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Cash transactions that are manually waived by library staff are marked with the status 
“Cancelled.”   

2.6 Troubleshooting: when students become unregistered 

2.6.1 New charges  

Once a student becomes non-registered, the policy at Student Receivables is that there is a three 
month grace period in which they will accept new charges for term billing.  After the three month 
period, SRO rejects the transactions and sends them back to OIS.   

OIS forwards these lists to circulation billing contacts via the circulation billing e-mail list.  The 
lists include HUID, Student name, Term bill date, Billing Org, and amount. These transactions 
will remain closed in Aleph; programmatically at this time we cannot re-open them.  If the 
library wishes to pursue these charges, it should contact Accounts Receivable for follow-up.  

2.6.2 New credits   

The term bill office will accept new credits indefinitely.   

If the patron record is still in Aleph, and the debit transaction originated in Aleph, issue a new 
cash credit transaction.  See section 4 for instructions on handling credits.  The credit will be 
picked up in the next data feed.   

If the patron record is not in Aleph, or the original debit originated in the old HULPR system, you 
must contact the Student Receivables Office to request the credit.  There is an Excel spreadsheet 
designed for such requests, which is available for download. 

Download the spreadsheet from the OIS website.  
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3. Accounts Receivable process  

3.1 Eligibility for Accounts Receivable billing 
Cash transactions that are sent out to Accounts Receivable (AR) for external billing must meet 
the following criteria: 

1. The patron has one of the following statuses in the ALEPH Global portion of the patron 
record:  

Aleph patron 
status 

Aleph description  

REGULAR HUID’S 

01 Faculty 

02 Officer 

03 Staff 

04 Summer school faculty 

14 Extension school degree candidate 

15 Summer school student 

SPECIAL BORROWERS 

31 Alumnus (HU) 

32 S-Borrower (B) 

33 Alumnus (College) 

34 S-Borrower (Fletcher) 

35 S-Borrower (HST-MIT-MEMP) 

36 S-Borrower (O) 

37 S-Borrower(U) 

38 S-Borrower (WGBH) 

LIBRARY-MANAGED SPECIAL BORROWERS 

50 Library special borrower (50) 

51 Library special borrower (51) 

52 Library special borrower (52) 

53 Library special borrower (53) 

54 Library special borrower (54) 

55 Library special borrower (55) 
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2. The patron has an active customer record in the AR system. 

3. The patron has open, non-transferred cash transactions in Aleph; the total debit amount for a 
patron at a library must be at least $1.00.   

4. The date of the open cash transaction is no later than midnight of the day previous to the run 
date of the preliminary report.   

Note:   

• Bills for proxies (Borrower statuses 21, 22, 23) are assigned to the sponsor Borrower 
statuses 01, 02, 03). 

• Patron statuses 60 and above (pseudopatrons) are excluded from Accounts Receivable 
billing 

3.2 Overview of the AR billing process 
Preliminary processing (Second Tuesday each month, 8 am) 

• Aleph scans active cash transactions that are dated no later than midnight on Monday and 
identifies those eligible for transfer to Accounts Receivable. 

• Aleph queries the AR system to verify that the Aleph patron involved in each transaction 
has an active customer record.  Patrons not found in the AR system are reported to AR 
staff for data entry.  (See section 3.6.2 “How an Aleph patron becomes an AR customer” 
for more information.) 

• A preliminary report of eligible cash transactions is delivered by email attachment to 
each library.  This report identifies eligible cash transactions (for active AR customers) 
but also lists ineligible cash transactions (for inactive AR customers).  

• In Aleph, eligible cash transactions are marked with the status “Ready to transfer” but 
continue as active cash transactions. 

Library review period (Tuesday and Wednesday) 

• Library reviews the preliminary report and waives any fines that they do not want 
Accounts Receivable to invoice.  Waived fines will not be eligible for AR billing. 

• Library works with Accounts Receivable staff to fix customer records that were identified 
as inactive in the preliminary report so that they can be billed out of Aleph in the future. 

• Staff in Accounts Receivable create active customer records for Aleph patrons not found 
in their database during preliminary processing.  If a new customer record is not created 
by the time of final processing on Thursday morning, the Aleph cash transactions for the 
patron will be held and re-evaluated during the next billing cycle. 
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Final processing and data feed (Thursday 8 am) 

• All eligible active cash transactions, dated no later than midnight on Monday, are 
transferred to the AR system. 

• In Aleph, transferred cash transactions are closed and marked with the status “Paid 
(External)”.  Cash transactions that did not meet the batch minimum ($1 per patron, per 
library) are closed and marked “Waived – batch minimum not met”. 

• A final report of transferred cash transactions is delivered by email attachment to each 
library. 

Accounts Receivable reports sent to libraries 

• AR sends out a monthly “Inactive Sites Report” that identifies customers with some type 
of inactive status.  Libraries should work with AR to resolve any issues, as needed. 

• Following each AR feed from Aleph, AR sends out a report of rejected transactions to 
each library.  These will be mostly cases in which the AR bill was undeliverable (address 
has changed) or manually-created Aleph credit transactions (only lost book return credits 
are eligible for credit export to AR). 

3.3 About preliminary and final reports 
As with student billing, OIS provides two reports (one preliminary and one final) to libraries to 
assist them in identifying and transferring information about patron bills eligible for AR 
invoicing. 

The second Tuesday of every month, OIS will send each library a preliminary report listing the 
bill/fine records eligible for billing in the external billing system.   Libraries should use the 
preliminary report to identify those bill/fine records that should NOT be transferred to Accounts 
Receivable.  Libraries should waive those fees and fines that the library does not want Accounts 
Receivable to invoice by waiving the fee in Aleph before the electronic feed is transmitted by 
Aleph to the AR office.  Normally, this feed will happen on the second Thursday of each month, 
two days after the preliminary report is printed and disseminated to libraries.   

3.3.1 Reports are e-mailed 

Libraries will receive their preliminary Accounts Receivable reports via email to one or more pre-
established contacts at each library.  Contact the Aleph Support Center at 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/Aleph/forms/f-supp-circ.html  if you need to change or 
add to the distribution list. 

3.3.2 To help you identify these emails 

The return address on the email is: unix-ops@hulmail.harvard.edu.  The report is sent as an 
attachment with a file name beginning with “ar” followed by a three-character code that 
corresponds to the library to which the data pertains, and a file type of .doc, e.g., arwid.doc.  Most 
email programs will open this file type with Microsoft Word.  The file itself is a plain text file.  
The email subject line is: “Preliminary AR Report”.   
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3.3.3 Printing the reports 

After you open the email attachment, and before you print, you will want to change the 
orientation of the page to Landscape printing.  Choosing landscape will minimize wrapping and 
result in fewer pages to print. 

Some libraries might want to use the printed report for making notes while at the same time using 
the electronic version for copy/pasting data such as the patron ID from the report into Aleph to 
easily look up the patron’s record. 

3.3.4 Contents of the AR report 

The information included in the preliminary report is as follows: 

Report Name: Preliminary AR Charges 
Date: Date of Preliminary Report 
Origin: Name of Library Unit, e.g. Widener  
Date range: Cash transaction dates included in the report; coverage includes transactions 
through midnight of the day before the run. 

The report contains the following information, and is sorted first by name, and then by the date 
and time of the cash transaction: 

Patron name and id: Patron’s last name and first name, with the Aleph patron ID in 
parentheses following (e.g. Johnson, Joseph (00023455)).   

Some patron names will be preceded by special coding to indicate AR customer status other 
than “active.”  For example:  

***Abraham, Bernadette (00176999) -- 03 Staff 

The code *** indicates that a Harvard ID was not found in the AR customer file for this 
patron. 

See section 3.4, About Accounts Receivable Customers, for more information and a list of 
special codes.  Active customers will have no special designation preceding their names.   

Each cash transaction will include the following data: 

The patron's barcode. 
Amount: Credit or debit amount of the cash transaction.    
Date and time: Open date and time of the cash transaction.  
Item barcode: Item barcode associated with the cash transaction. 
Description: Description of the cash transaction.  Will contain text such as "Late return 
<0038 0000 D .50>" followed by any text that the operator may have entered when the cash 
transaction was registered.  In this example, the cash transaction is for an item that was 38 
days overdue, billed at $0.50/day.  

The above detail lines are followed by a total of debits and credits for the patron at your library.  
Note that this report only lists the fines owed to your particular library; please be aware that the 
patron could owe other fines to other libraries as well. 
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If a total amount for the patron at a library is less than $1.00, the transactions will not appear 
on this report.  Upon the actual running of the Aleph billing program, these transactions will be 
marked with the status "Waived - batch minimum not met" in Aleph.  You might see individual 
transaction amounts of less than $1.00 on the preliminary report if the patron's total transaction 
amount is at least $1.00.   

Example scenarios you will not see on the report: 

Scenario 1. Patron has $0.72 overdue fine at Cabot. 
Scenario 2. Patron has $0.72 overdue fine at Cabot and $0.32 overdue fine at Lamont. 

Example scenarios you will see on the report: 

Scenario 1. Patron has two overdue fines at Cabot: one for $0.72 and another for $0.32.   

The Library total at the bottom of the report is a summary of all debit and credit transactions on 
the report, including both active and inactive customers. 

3.4 Library review of the preliminary report 
Libraries should review the preliminary report and waive any fines in Aleph that should not be 
transferred to AR.  Staff can waive cash transactions for both active and inactive customers, but 
the Aleph client must be configured to allow this type of waive.  See Editing the CIRC.INI for 
more information. 

3.4.1 Editing the CIRC.INI file to allow waives 

Active cash transactions that are eligible for the current AR billing cycle will be marked with the 
status “Ready to transfer” during preliminary processing.  In order to waive transactions that are 
marked “Ready to transfer”, your Aleph desktop client must be set up to allow waives on 
transactions that are “transferred” (i.e. Aleph status code is a “T”).  

Edit the circ.ini file to read as follows: 

AllowWaiveOnTransfered=Y 

AllowPayOnTransfered=Y 

Note the misspelling of “Transferred” is the way the setting has been set up by Ex Libris and 
cannot be changed. The circ.ini file is located in the following directory: 

C:/AL500/CIRC/TAB 

The file can be edited using a text editor such as Notepad or Textpad. Avoid editing .ini files with 
Microsoft Word or other word processing applications.  The change only needs to be done once 
per workstation where cash transactions are handled. 

3.4.2 Look for error messages  

Check the preliminary report for possible error messages.  Whenever the preliminary report 
program determines that it is unable to find an eligible matching debit for a new credit, an error 
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message is printed in the preliminary report.  These transactions will not be exported to Accounts 
Receivable.  After reviewing the transaction, if you determine that a credit is needed, it’s likely 
that you must issue the credit directly in the Oracle financials. 

Contact OIS via the Aleph Support Center at http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/Aleph/forms/f-
supp-circ.html if you need assistance with error messages in the reports.  

3.5 About the Accounts Receivable data feed 
The second Thursday of each month, two days after the preliminary report has been received by 
the libraries, OIS will transmit all active cash transactions eligible for billing by Accounts 
Receivable to the AR system.   

In Aleph, cash transactions that were transferred to AR are marked with the status “Paid 
(External)”.  Cash transactions that did not meet the minimum amount ($1 per person, per library) 
will be marked with the status “Waived-batch minimum not met”. 

Upon transmission of the data, a final report will be emailed to the libraries as a record of the 
billing data that was sent.  Except for the omission of references to "Preliminary," the 
characteristics of the final report are identical to the preliminary report. 

3.5.1 Closed cash transactions for AR 

All cash transactions that are eligible for billing are changed to status “Paid (External)” upon 
transfer to Accounts Receivable.    

On the detail pane of the transaction, Transferred to will contain the text "Accounts 
Receivable".   

On date will contain the date the data was sent to Accounts Receivable.  

By export number will contain a unique number identifying the transaction, e.g., 
WID100026582.  The first three characters identify the library, the fourth character is the constant 
‘1’, and the next eight numbers are sequentially assigned to uniquely identify the transaction.   

Note: The export number is the Invoice Number of the transaction in Harvard’s Oracle Accounts 
receivable database and may be used by authorized staff to look up the customer’s invoice in the 
Oracle system.  

Sample screenshot showing closed transactions: 
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3.5.2 Cancelled cash transactions for AR 

If the total debit amount for the patron at a library is less than $1.00, these transactions will be 
marked "Waived - batch minimum not met."   

3.6 About Accounts Receivable customers 

3.6.1 What is an AR customer? 

In Aleph, cash transactions are associated with Aleph borrowers, or patrons.  In the Accounts 
Receivable system, these patrons are customers.  Each customer has the following attributes to 
identify the customer: 

1. Name 
2. Address 
3. A Harvard identifier generally known as the Aleph barcode or HUID (even if ID was not 

assigned by the HUID office) 
4. An Accounts Receivable customer number 
5. AR status (active, inactive), indicating whether this customer can be billed 

The data in the AR customer file is maintained separately from Aleph patron data and unlike the 
Aleph patron data, none of the AR customer data originates in the HUID office.   

No faculty or staff member is automatically assumed to be in the customer file.  No one becomes 
a customer in the AR customer file until a university entity has cause to bill the person.   

An active customer can be billed by Accounts Receivable.  An inactive customer cannot be 
billed, most likely because mail cannot be delivered to the address on file.  
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3.6.2 How an Aleph patron becomes an AR customer 

The preliminary AR process checks to see if each patron is already an active customer in the AR 
customer file.  This is done by matching the Aleph barcode against the Harvard identifier in the 
AR customer file.   

• If a match is found, and the customer record has an “active” status, cash transactions are 
considered eligible for transfer to the AR system.  These transactions appear on the 
preliminary report and in Aleph, they are marked with the status “Ready to transfer”.  Once 
they are transferred in the final run, their status changes to “Paid (External)”.   

• If no match is found (no Harvard ID is found), the customer will have the special 
designation (***) next to his or her name in the preliminary report.  For example: 

***Cavallaro, Hugo (ID513999) -- 02 Officer 

The AR preliminary process will send a file of these patrons to the AR Office.  AR staff make 
a final attempt to find this patron in the customer file and if not found, a new customer record 
is created.   

If the new customer record is created before the final run, the patron will be billed in the 
current cycle.  If not, the cash transactions are not sent and the bill will be re-evaluated at the 
next billing cycle. 

• If there is a customer record on file, but it has an inactive status or some other problem, 
the customer will have a special designation next to his or her name in the preliminary report.  
These designations include: 
--- Harvard id found, but AR customer id not found in the AR 

customer file 
~~~ Harvard id found, but AR customer status is (I) inactive 
%%% Harvard id found, but AR customer bill-to address id not found 

in the AR customer file 
$$$ Harvard id found, but AR customer address status is (I) 

inactive 
+++ Harvard id found, but AR customer contact status is (I) 

inactive 

Cash transactions in these cases will not be transferred to AR.  If it is important that these 
fines be paid, the library will need to work with Accounts Receivable staff to resolve the 
problem so that the patron’s AR customer status can be reinstated as “active”.  See section 
3.7 (Troubleshooting) for suggestions on how to resolve inactive customer situations.  

3.7 Troubleshooting AR customer billing problems 
When AR customer problems appear in the preliminary reports, or when AR bills are returned as 
undeliverable, libraries are responsible for following up with AR to resolve these problems.  It is 
nearly impossible for OIS to resolve these problems centrally because policy and practice varies 
from library to library; and some cases might not be considered worth the time to investigate, 
while others clearly will want to be pursued. 

But, please contact OIS via the Aleph Support Center at 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/aleph/forms/f-supp-circ.html if you have questions or concerns.  
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3.7.1 Customer address inactive ($$$ designation on the preliminary report) 

On the preliminary report, a customer with this issue is identified as: 

$$$ Harvard id found, but AR customer address status is (I) 
inactive 

To troubleshoot this problem, the library should compare Aleph address(es) for this patron with 
the AR address.  In order to do this, library will need to secure browse access to the AR system.  
If the library determines that Aleph has a different address, then it should contact AR with the 
updated information and request that AR update their customer file to note the active address. 

3.7.2 AR bill is returned as undeliverable 

This is the scenario:  cash transactions are sent to AR because at the time, customer address in the 
AR system was active.  Subsequently, the bill is returned to AR as undeliverable.  AR updates the 
customer record as inactive.  The bills involved in this situation will become bad debt after 6 
months have passed.   

The Accounts Receivable office sends out lists of these customers directly to the libraries via its 
AR monthly “Inactive Sites” report.  If payment for these fines is important, the library must 
work with the AR Office to resolve address issues.   

Note: in this case, the bad address problem is discovered only after the cash transactions are 
transferred to the AR system.  In Aleph, these cash transactions are marked with the status “Paid 
(External)” and cannot be changed back.   

3.7.3 Patron with multiple Harvard IDs 

Some patrons, during their time at Harvard, will accumulate multiple HUIDs representing their 
different affiliations (e.g., an alum who once was a student, a staff member who is also an 
Extension School degree candidate, etc.).   

When an Aleph patron is in the AR customer database, but with a different HUID number, it is 
not currently possible to have AR bill this patron.  This type of patron is excluded from the new 
customer creation process that is part of the Aleph feed to AR.   

OIS and AR are investigating a better solution that might involve: 1) adding a secondary ID field 
to hold the alternative HUIDs, or 2) adding a duplicate of this patron record containing the Aleph 
HUID. 

3.8 Report of AR feed transactions 
Following the final AR feed, AR emails a status report to each library.  This report contains 
information about the individual library AR feed, including how many invoices were sent, how 
many of them were successful and how many were rejected.  If any rejects occurred, error 
messages are included too. 

OIS gets a copy of each report that AR sends to the libraries and will review them each month. 
For the most part, libraries do not need to be concerned with these reports.  If follow-up by a 
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library is needed, OIS will contact the library.  If you have any questions, please report them via 
the Aleph Support Center at http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/Aleph/forms/f-supp-circ.html. 

But if you are interested, below are descriptions of contents of this report. 

A sample subject line is:  

09/04/03 11:10:32 : AR Invoice Interface 
PRODUCTION<ARDxxxxxxx.20030904081024.09042003.110730> - PROCESSSED 

Records that are rejected are most often due to the following: 

• Invalid address -- AR has received returned mail from the post office with no forwarding 
address for a patron. 

• Credit amount exceeds customer balance -- The patron may have already been credited 
directly in the Oracle Financials, or the debit has gone to bad debt and therefore has a zero 
balance already.  Credits cannot be issued against zero balances.    

The format of these reports from AR is cumbersome.  OIS recommends the following procedure 
to open and view them: 

1. Double-click the report.  It opens in MS Word. 

2. Click Edit then Select All 

3. Change the Font Size to 8 and the Font to Courier or Courier New 

4. Click File then Page Set Up and select Landscape 

The first report has this heading: 

########## HARVARD DATA VALIDATION ERRORS ########## 

If it is followed by the message “No Harvard Validation Errors”, you have no errors. 

Later in the report, it will state how many patron records were sent, how many of them were 
successful and how many were rejected.   

Interface Lines: 
     Selected:          7 
     Successfully Processed:          7 
     Rejected:          0 
 
Interface Salesreps: 
     Selected:          0 
     Successfully Processed:          0 
     Rejected:          0 
 
Interface Distributions: 
     Selected:          7 
     Successfully Processed:          7 
     Rejected:          0 
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Finally, you will see the amount of money for the patron records that were successfully 
processed.  This should be the same amount as the total dollar figure on the report of the final AR 
run.  The amount from AR is reduced by any transactions that were rejected. 

Alternatively, if you have errors, following the heading 

########## HARVARD DATA VALIDATION ERRORS ########## 

you will see error messages.  The following error message is returned when a credit transaction is 
sent: 

"Original invoice number and line number must be supplied for credit transactions" 

In this case you will get another report listing the AR records that were rejected.  Most of the 
information in it is in the format required by AR.  It doesn't have much information that you 
would find pertinent except for the dollar amount.  

4. Handling credits for “lost” and “claimed returned” items 
When an item is declared “lost”, the system automatically creates an active cash transaction with 
description Lost material – replacement.  This debit is included in preliminary reports and will be 
exported to either Student Billing or Accounts Receivable during the next external billing cycle.  
Upon export, the transaction is moved to the patron’s Cash History. 

This section describes how to process credits for these replacement charges when an item that 
was declared “lost” is returned.   

4.1 How to handle credits when lost items are returned 
If an item that was declared lost is returned, the system automatically creates an active credit for 
the replacement charge (and in most cases it also creates a separate debit for an overdue fine).   

Here is an example from a preliminary report showing a debit, its credit, and an overdue fine: 

 

McLean, Sharon (00277999) -- 01 Faculty 
 202 9999 63              75.00   07/14/2005 02:45  32044022617922  Lost 
material - Replacement 
 202 9999 63              28.00   08/03/2005 14:08  32044022617922  Recall 
late return fine 
 202 9999 63             -75.00   08/03/2005 14:07  32044022617922  Lost 
material - Replacement                    WID100012103 
 
    Debit Total          103.00 
 
    Credit Total         -75.00 
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In the above example, the $75.00 debit and credit will effectively cancel each other out and the 
patron will be charged the $28.00 (unless the library chooses to waive the overdue fine).   

4.2 How do you identify the need to issue a credit? 
Sometimes you will want to issue a manual credit for something other than a replacement bill 
for a lost item.  If the original debit was term billed, simply issue a manual credit, and the 
transaction will go out with the next term bill process.  If the original debit was sent to Accounts 
Receivable, the credit must be issued directly in the Accounts Receivable Oracle financials. 

4.3 How to create a credit transaction in Aleph 
Please note that the manual crediting procedures for student billing and AR are different.  
Specifically, for credits other  than for lost returns, only student term-billed transactions can be 
credited by issuing a credit transaction in Aleph.  See section 4.1 for more information. 

Creating an Aleph credit transaction for term bill 

If a bill has already gone off to Student Billing and you need to issue a credit, or you need to issue 
a credit for some other reason, use the “New” cash transaction form to create a credit.  

New cash transactions enable you to register cash transactions on an ad hoc basis.  Basic help for 
each field of the form is given below. The primary purpose right now is to issue credits against 
transactions that have already been sent to Student Billing.  Credits issued in this manner will go 
out to in the next student billing data feed.  Students will see the credit under their accounts in the 
HOLLIS OPAC as soon as you create it; they will not see the credits actually posted to their 
accounts until the data is sent from Aleph and is processed by the term bill office. 

Here are the steps for creating an active credit transaction (in the Circulation module): 

1. Display the Cash Node of the patron’s record.  

2. Click the “New” button and a “New Cash Transaction” form will display.   

3. Fill out the form as described below and then click OK.   

Be sure to select the Credit radio button and include the correct Sublibrary (or the credit may 
not be applied properly). 

Be sure to fill out the form carefully, not clicking OK until you are really done, because it 
cannot be edited afterwards if you discover you want to add something.  

The next time term bills are processed, the patron will be credited.   

Here is the New Cash Transaction form, followed by descriptions of the fields on the form: 
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Enter Item Barcode 

Optional, but very useful information for you to enter if this transaction is associated with a 
particular item, select the item by entering its barcode.   After selecting an item, its bibliographic 
description, ADM record number and item sequence number will be displayed. 

Type 

The “type” in this field is intended to automatically place some default text into the “Description 
field.” It can be left as is, or choose a value such as “General.” If you receive a warning message 
about table defaults not matching, it’s ok to click “Yes” and continue. 

Sum 

Enter the fee for the transaction.  The fee may be zero. Note that two fields down you will select 
credit or debit, so enter a positive amount here. 

Key 

Not functional. 

Description 

Whatever you enter here will display in the Description column on the cash transaction in Aleph.   
Since there is no note field otherwise, this is probably a good place to enter a brief description of 
why you are issuing the credit.  The Description field will carry up to 100 characters.   

Debit or Credit 

If the patron will owe the library money for the transaction, click Debit.  If the library will owe 
the patron money, click Credit. 
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Sublibrary 

Enter the circulation sublibrary code here or choose from a list of sublibraries by clicking the 
down arrow on the right side of the field.  The field only appears to be protected (background is 
grayed out).  In fact, you must enter your sublibrary code here or the transaction will be assigned 
to “Harvard University” and will never get sent out (OIS may run batch jobs periodically to weed 
these mistakes from the database). 

Target 

Optional, but for now, repeat the sublibrary code. 

Creating a “shadow” credit transaction for Accounts Receivable  

At this time, for patrons billed through Accounts Receivable, it is not possible to process Aleph 
active credit transactions for any type of credit other than the automatic credit issued upon the 
return of a lost book.  Such credits must be issued from the university’s Oracle Accounts 
Receivable system, not through Aleph. 

The library does have the option of creating a “shadow” credit in Aleph to record that the credit 
was issued in the AR system.  To create a shadow credit, fill out a New Cash Transaction form as 
described in section 4.3.1.  After the credit transaction is created, immediately mark it paid by 
selecting the transaction and clicking the “Pay Selected” button.  Creating a shadow credit is not 
required. 

If a shadow credit is created, but is not marked paid, Aleph will try to transfer it to AR and it will 
be rejected. 

5. "My Account" - what patrons will see in the OPAC  
When logged in to the “My Account” feature in the HOLLIS web OPAC, active cash transactions 
are viewable from “Fines for returned materials” under "Circulation Activity.” 

Circulation Activity  

Materials checked out (view or renew) 28  

Requests (view or cancel)  7 

Fines for returned materials  -25.00 

The display shows active cash transactions only.  Once a cash transaction has been sent out to 
external billing, or is otherwise marked paid or cancelled, it is no longer active and will not 
appear in the patron's online view of his or her account. 

Cash transactions will only appear under the column “Transferred to University Billing” during 
the AR library review period, when transactions are marked “T”.   [N.B. OIS and the OPAC team 
are looking into removing this text from the display as it is misleading.] 

In the example below, the patron has active cash transactions totaling $25.00 at one library, 
Gutman.   
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Fines for returned materials : Creedon, Martha  

• To pay a fine, or if you have questions about a fine, please contact the library at which the fine was 
incurred (list of libraries).  

• Fines on materials still checked out to you are not included on this page.  

Location Balance Transferred to University Billing

Gutman 
Education 

- 25.00 0.00

Total: - 25.00 0.00

The summary shown above is followed by details about the library totals, inclusing brief 
bibliographic information, billing description, debit/credit, amount, and status: 

All credits and debits are for returned items.  

No. Bibliographic Info Description Credit Debit Date Status 

1  What schools for the future? / Late return <0021 1400 1 24.00> 25.00 09/09/03 Not paid

2   
 

Lost material - Replacement 65.00 09/09/03 Not paid

3   
 

Lost material - Replacement 65.00  09/09/03 Credited
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